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Acoustic fields offer a versatile and non-contact method for particle and cell manipulation, where several acoustofluidic 

systems have been developed for the purpose of sorting. However, in almost all cases, these systems utilize a steady flow 

to either define the exposure time to the acoustic field or to counteract the acoustic forces. Batch-based systems, within 

which sorting occurs in a confined volume, are compatible with smaller sample volumes without the need for externally 

pumped flow, though remain relatively underdeveloped. Here, the effects of utilizing a combination of travelling and 

standing waves on particles of different sizes are examined. We use a pressure field combining both travelling and 

standing wave components along with a swept excitation frequency, to collect and isolate particles of different sizes in a 

static fluid volume. This mechanism is employed to demonstrate size-based deterministic sorting of particles. Specifically, 

5.1 µm and 7 µm particles are separated using a frequency range from 60 MHz to 90 MHz, and 5.1 µm particles are 

separated from 3.1 µm using an excitation sweeping between 70 MHz and 120 MHz.  

Introduction 

Particle and cell separation is a fundamental step in a number 

of biological and industrial processes, where many 

methodologies accomplish this separation in a continuous 

throughput manner. Many of these devices operate by 

combining fluid drag forces with an externally applied force 

including those arising from magnetic,
1, 2

 optical,
3, 4

 

dielectrophoretic (DEP)
5-7

 and acoustophoretic
8-11

 fields, or 

using the flow profile of the fluid as it passes contractions or 

obstacles.
12, 13

 For each of these methods, particles with 

different dimensions, shapes, and electric or mechanical 

properties experience different forces and therefore 

displacements. The requirement for an externally generated 

continuous flow, however, limits the ability for these methods 

to be applied outside laboratory settings and usually 

necessitates external pumps with the minimum volume 

requirements that this entails.  

In contrast, batch processing can be applied to small, μl-

scale samples and increase diagnostic detection efficacy, 

crucial in many biological processes.
14-16

 The ability to perform 

sample preparation on-chip reduces time investment; this 

compliments the reduction of reagent usage, allowing low 

operational costs. Despite these advantages, there have been 

comparatively few studies in particle separation for static 

fluids. Previous methodologies for the batch-sorting of small 

samples include optical tweezers,
17

  magnetic actuation
1
 and 

locally induced flow from acoustic
18

 or electrohydrodynamic 

streaming.
19

 These methods are limited, however, in their 

separation efficiency (flow-based methods), complexity of 

operation (optical methods), or types of particles/cells that can 

be separated (magnetic methods). To tackle this, acoustic 

actuation offers easy on chip integration, the ability to use 

portable miniaturized circuits to actuate the acoustic field
20

 

and good biocompatibility.
21, 22

 In addition, acoustic force 

fields can be displaced
23

 which permits the generation of  

particle mobility that is required for separation within a static 

fluid volume.   

The disturbance of an acoustic field due to the presence of 

a particle, specifically one that differs in density and/or speed 

of sound  with respect to the surrounding medium, results in a 

time-averaged acoustic radiation force (ARF) that acts on the 

particle. The force is a result of second order terms in the 

Navier-Stokes equation, which time-average over an oscillation 

to a non-zero value. As such the ARF acting on a particle leads 

to a net movement rather than an oscillation.
24

 Whilst acoustic 

fields also lead to Bjerknes forces (forces arising from the 

scattered wave from a nearby particle) and acoustic streaming 

(a steady state swirling fluid motion), it is the acoustic 

radiation force which is most widely exploited for particle 

manipulation. Typically, this is through the excitation of either 

bulk acoustic waves
25-28

 (BAW) or surface acoustic waves
29-31

 

(SAW). The former seeks to excite resonances within the fluid 

volume using longitudinal or flexural modes coupled from a 

vibrating structure; the latter uses a spatially periodic electrical 

field to create a resonant condition on a piezoelectric 

substrate. In the case of SAW, a further distinction can be 
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made between travelling SAWs (TSAWs), in which a wave 

propagates through the system, and standing SAWs (SSAWs) in 

which there are two counter propagating waves. Sorting 

within a continuous flowing fluid has been achieved using 

BAW,
32-34

 TSAW
31, 35-39

 and SSAW.
40, 41

  In batch systems, with 

very small samples in contact with a substrate, separation has 

been shown using acoustic streaming in droplets,
18

 in an open 

chamber
42

 and in a channel.
43

   

 Here, we examine the use of acoustic radiation forces 

alone for particle separation in a batch system, and 

demonstrate that the controllability of this type of acoustic 

force allows highly specific separation. Our method utilizes a 

combination of several mechanisms made possible by SAW 

based actuation. Firstly and uniquely, we utilise both TSAW 

and SSAW; the former acts to push the particles across the 

chamber, the latter to capture particles in bands of minimum 

force potential. Secondly, we sweep the frequency of 

excitation, in doing so we average the force fields over a wide 

frequency range. Such an approach has been used to refine 

the force field in a droplet,
44

 handle particles in multiple 

chambers,
45

 and migrate particles across a chamber in a 

moving standing wave.
46

 While the usage here is most akin to 

the latter example, we show that the final location of the 

particles is size dependant due to the addition of the travelling 

wave to the swept standing wave. Thirdly, utilising the ability 

of SAW systems to operate at high frequencies,
47

 we are able 

to generate wavelengths, ��, that approach the diameter of 

the larger particles. Forces generated by TSAW and SSAW scale 

differently to particle radius, � (����� ∝ �
,
35

 and ����� ∝
��,

24
 if particle radius, � ≪ �� ). Furthermore, Skowronek et 

al.
48

 demonstrated that TSAW is effective for particle 

deflection when the parameter,  � 1.28 � 0.20, where 

 � � � � (� is the wavenumber in the fluid). Hence the 

relative importance of each force type is particle size 

dependant; we show that the difference in response this gives 

rise to is further enhanced as ��  approaches the size of the 

larger particle, ������  to operate above the critical  

parameter.
49

 

We show that the cut-off radius between behaviour types 

(TSAW or SSAW dominated) is frequency range dependant, 

and demonstrate the separation of 3.1 µm from 5.1 µm 

particles, as well as 5.1 µm from 7 µm within a static sample. 

Operating principle 

Experimental 

The system consists of a microfluidic chamber, cast in 

polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS), and bonded onto a 128° rotated 

Y-cut X-propagating lithium niobate, LiNbO3 (LN) piezoelectric 

substrate. This substrate is patterned with four sets (each 

aligned 45° from the X-axis) of aluminium interdigital 

transducers (IDTs), which are arranged in two pairs arranged 

orthogonally to each other (Fig. 1). The speed of sound in LN 

differs with respect to the propagation direction, here in this 

setup it is approximately 3600m/s.
50

 Each set of IDTs is 

chirped,
51

 meaning that there is a spatial variation in pitch 

between the electrodes (SAW wavelength, ����  range; 20-70 

µm), making them responsive to a range of frequencies. Each 

set of transducers consists of 34 finger pairs with individual 

finger widths between 20µm and 70µm with an aperture of 

1140µm. The actuation of two pairs of orthogonally oriented 

sets of IDTs permits the generation of a 2D acoustic field
52

  

within the microfluidic chamber when an oscillating (i.e. A/C) 

electrical signal is applied. This field can have both standing 

and travelling wave components, whose relative magnitudes 

depend on the power applied to each set of IDTs. 

 The device is held under a microscope (Olympus BX43) 

using a 3D printed frame where spring loaded contact pins 

make contact with the electrode pads on the LN substrate. The 

experiments are recoded at 15 frames per second using a 

microscope mounted camera (Dino-Eye AM4023CT). The 

electrical signal is provided by a combined signal generator 

and amplifier (Rohde &Schwarz (HAMEG HM8134-3 and 

Amplifier Research 25A250A). This generator is capable of 

providing a swept frequency signal, in which the frequency is 

constantly changed from a lower frequency limit,	�� , to a 

higher frequency limit,	� , in 1 MHz steps, with a set cycle time 

period, TCYCLE. For separation of 3.1 and 5.1 µm particles a 70-

120 MHz signal range over with TCYCLE =10.3 s was used. For 

separating 5.1 µm and 7 µm the frequency range and TCYCLE are 

60-90 MHz and 6.45 s, respectively. The S11 values, a measure 

of input port voltage reflection coefficient (i.e. efficiency of the 

examined IDT; power transmitted into the LN to generate 

SAW) were assayed using a network analyser (PowerSAW 

Belektronig F20). 

Analysis of the fluorescent particles intensity in the 

captured images allows time dependant data to be gathered 

on the collection of the particles. Firstly, a suitable RGB 

threshold was applied to the entire image such that areas in 

which a particle was present were attributed the value of 1 

and the remaining areas the value of 0.  Two areas measuring 

Fig. 1: (a) Diagram of the batch sorting device used in the experimental setup 

(particles dispersed homogenously as an initial condition) the chamber size is 707 

µm (W) x 707 µm (L) x 25 µm (H), (b) top view of the idealised particle batch sorting 

(smaller particles (red) congregate in the centre and the larger particles (blue) at the 

top left corner) and (c) picture of the device used. 
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100 x 100 pixels in the locations where the particles finish 

were identified, and the intensity analysed. The location of 

these areas was held constant throughout comparable 

experiments. The average intensity was then calculated for 5 

distinct equally spaced time steps. To allow for a comparison 

over different samples accommodating for varying initial 

particle counts and distributions, the average intensity of each 

particle size is normalised by the total average intensity of 

both particle sizes within the analysis regions at corresponding 

time steps.  It is this normalised average intensity distribution 

within the two regions which are used to demonstrate particle 

separation. 

 

Numerical simulation 

The forces exerted on a particle that is much smaller than 

the acoustic wavelength are well understood for both standing 

waves
24

 (SWs) and travelling waves
53

 (TWs), though the 

simultaneous effects of both these wave components has not 

been investigated In this work, a combination of these two 

types of waves and the effect it has on particles of various 

sizes are presented. The acoustic radiation force is a non-linear 

effect, arising from second order terms. This means that whilst 

the pressure fields arising from each of the wave types can be 

summed, such linear superposition is not possible for the force 

fields acting upon particle sizes that a comparable to the 

wavelength as investigated here.
54

 To illustrate the effect of a 

mixed wave field in what is a complex system, a simple 2D 

model capturing the salient features has been developed using 

COMSOL Multiphysics. This model incorporates the effects of 

the TSAW and SSAW forces, though use of a swept frequency 

will not be examined.  

When an acoustic wave encounters a suspended object 

(with differing density and/or speed of sound to the 

suspending medium) the wave will be diffracted and scattered. 

In order to avoid reflections such as those arising from a 

scattered wave, the fluid volume has been made long and thin, 

see Fig. 2 (a). The upper and lower boundaries are such that a 

matched acoustic impedance boundary condition is imposed; 

this means that any scattered wave will propagate through it 

and reflections will be avoided. At each end of the chamber, 

boundary conditions need to be established such that a range 

of combinations of standing and travelling wave can be 

investigated. This necessitates a different boundary condition, 

so to keep scattered wave reflection to a minimum, these 

boundaries are located a long way from the scattering object 

and the boundaries are kept short. Each end of the chamber 

acts as a wave source; by keeping the edges narrow the fields 

that emerge in the centre of the chamber are in the far field 

region of the ultrasonic source
55, 56

 and so represent a 

reasonable approximation of a uniform sinusoidal waveform.  

The amplitude of the leftward propagating wave is set to 

be a ratio (<1), R, of the rightward wave. This imbalance leads 

to a pressure field consisting of a standing wave (amplitude 

proportional to R, the standing wave ratio) and travelling wave 

(amplitude proportional to 1-R) component in the centre of 

Figure 3. 2nd order time averaged absolute pressure distribution when R=0.3 (i.e. 

30% Standing Wave) (��=30 µm;P=1 MPa) with (a) a 1µm particle placed at 
!"
#$ from 

the centre, an acoustic radiation force (ARF) arrow plot (normalised arrows visualise 

the relative magnitude of the ARF acting at it’s corresponding location)with particle 

sizes (b) 3 µm, (c) 5 µm and (d) 10 µm placed in the same location as (a) (Colour bar 

scale units in Pa), (e) Force, F  by the 2nd order time averaged absolute pressure, <P> 

plotted against particle radius, r  in µm for a pure TSAW (blue) and a pure SSAW 

(red). 

Figure 2. (a) FE model depicting boundary conditions and 2nd order time averaged 

absolute pressure distribution when (i) R=0.5 (mixed SW/TW),(ii) R=0 (Pure TW) and 

(iii) R=1 (pure SW),  (b) Plot of the 2nd order time-averaged pressure field against the 

x-position (1 �� shown) for different R values.  
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the chamber, labelled the area of interest in Fig. 2 (a) 

(14	�� 	from each end). Each end of the chamber also has a 

matched acoustic boundary layer, which allows waves of a 

defined wavenumber to pass through without reflection. 

This model investigates the effects of the particle within a 

pressure field of a certain wavelength and does not directly 

simulate the piezoelectric LN substrate as we are primarily 

interested in the interaction between a particle and a 

combined SW/TW pressure field. The particle is assigned the 

same material properties as the polystyrene fluorescent 

particles used in the experiments (&' � 1050 �) *�⁄ , -' �
2350* /⁄ ).  

The time-averaged force acting on a solid particle of 

arbitrary size when the fluid viscosity is neglected can be 

calculated using
57

: 

 

  � � #
$&� 0 1〈345〉 7 #

89:;9:
〈<45〉=>?@ 7�A &� 0 〈B>. 34C34〉?@�A   (1) 

 

where, &�and -�  (1000 �) *�⁄  and 1490* /⁄ ) are the density 

and speed of sound of the fluid respectively, and 〈345〉 and 〈<45〉 
are the mean square fluctuation of the velocity and pressure 

respectively. The forces calculated have been benchmarked 

against cases shown by Dual et al.
40

 In the pressure fields 

considered, the SSAW and TSAW forces on a particle are 

assessed over a distance of ��  (from 7��/2 to ��/2  at ��/12 

intervals). 

Results and discussions 

Numerical results 

When a particle is located within the pressure field (Fig 3 

(a)), Eqn. 1 can be used to calculate the forces acting on its 

surface over a single oscillation cycle, examples are shown in 

Fig 3 (b) to (d). The acoustic contrast between the particle and 

the fluid medium gives rise to these forces while also distorting 

the local pressure field. Fig 3 (e) shows the total force (i.e. 

after integration over the particle surface) as a function of 

radius, r, for both pure travelling wave and a pure standing 

wave. This allows a link to be made with established theories, 

in which the scaling with radius is known to differ; for a 

sphere, ����� ∝ �
,
35

 and ����� ∝ ��,
24

 provided � ≪ λ� . This 

difference in the relationship means that a larger particle is 

subject to a larger TSAW induced force than is a smaller one. 

What this figure shows is that as the radius is increased so that 

r approaches λ� , this difference is further enhanced as the 

increase in force associated with the SW tapers off at a certain 

r value as it is increased, whereas �����  continues to increase, 

yielding an rcrit above which ����� G �����  . Hence, to 

increase the influence of the travelling wave and so the sorting 

effect, smaller wavelengths should be used, thus increasing 

the size of the particle relative to the wavelength.   

Both the orientation of the forces and the influence of the 

Fig. 4: FE model calculated ARF in the X-direction against X-position from the centre of the chamber (λf=30µm) with (a) R=1 (i.e. 100% SSAW) and (b) R=0.2 (i.e. 20% SSAW).  (c) 

Minimum calculated ARF at 
!"
H   against R for various particle sizes in µm, and (d) Crossover SW ratio (i.e. ratio at which the SW becomes more dominant than the TW) against 

particle radius, r.  
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particle on the force field can be seen for increasing particle 

sizes in Fig. 3(b), (c) and (d). In each case the particle is located 

in the same location, leftward of the pressure antinode, so a 

pure standing wave would act to move the particle further 

leftward towards the pressure node. Conversely, a pure TW 

acts to push the particle in the wave’s propagation direction, 

hence rightward. It can be seen, from Fig 3 (b–d) the net force 

on the smallest, 3 µm, particles is leftward (toward the nodal 

position), whilst for the 5 µm and 10 µm particles is rightward, 

hence the change between dominance of SW and TW is shown 

as radius dependant (R value held constant at 0.3). 

Fig. 3 addresses the dominant force at one location. In order to 

map out the spatial force field the simulated particle is sequentially 

translated with reference to the field, the resulting net force 

variation is shown in Fig. 4 (a) and (b) for two different R values (1, 

0.2) and three particle sizes (1, 4, and 7 µm). What can be seen is 

that for certain combinations of these two parameters the force is 

never negative, hence always rightward in nature, i.e. the TW force 

dominates over the whole wavelength. If the non-dimensional size 

of a particle, I � �/��, is above a critical size, I;�JK � �;�JK/��, the 

particle’s trajectory (at all locations of a wavelength) will be 

dictated by the TW and migrate rightward, otherwise if  I L I;�JK 
the particle will ultimately be held in one location (where � �
0	and ?� ?M⁄  is negative). As expected in the pure SW scenario, Fig. 

4 (a), all three particle sizes will migrate to fixed locations. However, 

for an R value of 0.2, Fig 4 (b), the 7 µm will migrate rightward, 

whilst the 1 µm and 4 µm particles will be held static. This model 

demonstrates the principle of size based separation by use of a TW 

and SW, whereby larger particles are preferentially translated in 

this hybrid field.  

Fig. 4 (c) shows the value of the minimum force over a 

wavelength as a function of the standing wave ratio, R for a 

range of particle sizes. The plot shows that as the value of R 

increases, the dominant component of the acoustic field 

transitions from TSAW to SSAW gradually and thus the 

potential to tune rcrit.  This is further demonstrated by plotting 

the value of NO against R, Fig. 4 (d) shows the crossover R value 

for a given P. Bearing in mind that the value of R is a measure 

of the relative amplitude, and so dominance, of the TW and 

SW, Fig. 3 (e) also indicates, indirectly, a mechanism to tune 

the critical particle system, by operating at a lower or higher 

frequency the relative strength of the force generated due to 

TW or SW is altered, and hence the relative importance of 

these two wave components can be altered by R or frequency 

change (i.e. change in "Q). 

 

Experimental results  

The numerical results demonstrate several aspects of the 

underlying physics allowing particle separation, however it 

does not address the effect of sweeping the frequency of 

excitation. This plays two key roles; firstly, when considering 

the balance between the SW and TW it enhances the TW 

effect, and secondly when considering particle dominated by 

the SW, it causes collection into a single location rather than 

large number of static pressure nodes due to the time-

averaged effect of the force field.
46

   

The R value, determining the balance between TW and SW, of 

the experimental system is set by the differing response of the IDTs 

to the electrical signal. The effective actuation amplitude is 

dependent on the S11 of the IDTs. The S11 parameter is the 

reflection coefficient due to the electrical impedance mismatch 

between the IDTs and the power source (this includes the influence 

of cables and electrical connectors). The S11 curves of the IDTs 

based on an identical electrical input signal are shown in Fig 5 (a), it 

can be seen that despite nominally identical electrode patterns, 

there are differences in these plots. By sweeping the frequency 

over a range, inevitably some part of this bandwidth will display 

differing S11. Within this subset of frequencies, there will be a TW 

component as well as a SW component. The amplitude of the wave 

produced by each IDT set depends on the S11 parameter of the 

corresponding IDT. For instance, if an IDT set has a S11 parameter 

of 0.6, the transmitted electrical signal amplitude to that particular 

IDT is 40% (i.e. B1 7 @##C � 100%) of the input power. Therefore, 

the lower the S11 parameter, more electrical power is transmitted 

to the IDT set. Here, the amplitudes (for an  identical input electrical 

signal) of the SW and TW respectively, at a given frequency, are A1 

and A2 - A1, where A1 and A2 are the wave amplitudes of the weaker 

Fig. 5: (a) S11 parameter curve against frequency, f for each of the IDTs used as 

denoted by the inset (i) (arrow lengths depict the relative power transmitted to the 

corresponding IDT at 95 MHz). The value of 1-S11 parameter, denotes the power 

transmitted to the device leading to the power disparity within the system giving 

rise to a combination of TSAW and SSAW. (b)Time series images of Laser Doppler 

Vibrometer (LDV) scan data demonstrating the presence of the TSAW at 95 MHz 

every 
S
$ 	rad phase (Black line denotes centre diagonal of the scan area (constant 

position); black square denotes the tracked wave peak) (i) 0 rad (ii) 
S
$ 	rad (iii) T rad 

and (iv) depiction of normalised magnitude, A when R=0.3 against X position at 3 

different time intervals within a period (increments of 
S
$ 	rad ) (1 λSAW shown). 
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and stronger sources respectively, for frequencies below 105 MHz. 

A larger S11 at a given frequency, as indicated in Fig. 5 (a), means a 

weaker SAW (i.e. lower wave amplitude) emanating from that IDT 

(i.e. IDT 1 in this scenario). The effect of the variations in S11
 
is 

demonstrated in Fig 5(b) which shows the spatial variation of 

surface displacement, measured by Laser Doppler Vibrometer 

(Polytec UHF-120) occurring between the IDTs when all four are 

actuated by the same electrical input. If the peak (marked by the 

black square in Fig. 5(b)) displacement magnitude is observed, the 

peak in Fig. 5(b)(i) and (iii) are similar, however, b(ii) has a smaller 

magnitude (i.e. lighter red comparatively; colour bar scale is 

identical for all three images). This is due to the presence of a TW 

and SW combination whereby, the resultant magnitude of a wave 

differs throughout a complete oscillation as depicted by the 

normalised amplitude plot in Fig. 5(b)(iv) corresponding to the same 

phase presented. The presence of different displacement 

magnitude peaks as shown in Fig. 5(b) would not be observed in a 

pure SW or TW system but only with a combination of SW and TW.  

As observed in Fig 5(a) the differences in S11, thus, differences in 

the amplitudes of the waves are relatively small, less than the 

values of R used in the simulations. The reason is due to the 

frequency sweep. For a pure standing wave, the particles will move 

from the force potential minima, U (not to be confused with force, 

F; where � � 7UVC at one frequency, to that of the next 

frequency, this will bring them closer to the centre of the chamber, 

with each frequency change, as each minima is offset from the 

previous one. In the context of single frequency of operation, as in 

Fig 4, for TW dominated behaviour there are no local force 

potential minima. However, if the frequency is swept this 

condition is relaxed.  

For the sake of simplicity in describing the phenomenon, 

we consider a simplified 1-dimensional system (it should be 

noted that the system utilised here in experiments is a 2-

dimensional system), where a leftward TW component is 

added to the SW force potential (i.e. a slope is added to a sine 

wave). When the distance between the rightward local 

maxima and the local minima (?�) is larger than between the 

same local minima and the local leftward maxima (?W), we 

term this an asymmetrical force potential. To bring particles to 

the centre (in the 1-dimensional case) from the right-hand side 

is straightforward; it follows the pure SW case, but with 

further assistance from the TW. What is more interesting is the 

behaviour on the left-hand side of the chamber as this is 

where the two particle sizes behave differently. The minima of 

the SW dominated particles may be offset such that the 

particles are drawn to the centre (the offset is < ½(?�+?W)), 

however due to the force potential asymmetry the same 

stepwise changing of the frequency could lead to a particle 

jumping from one local minima to the next leftward one if the 

offset exceeds ?W. Hence, even if local minima are present in 

the force potential, the use of a swept frequency system can 

mean that the TW causes migration away from the larger 

source (i.e. X$	&	XZ  for the case shown in Fig. 5(b)). Indeed, 

when a single frequency (120 MHz) was used, no difference in 

behaviour was observed between 3.1 µm and 5.1 µm diameter 

particles, i.e. neither were TW dominated. The power 

transmitted to each set of IDTs was not actively altered. As 

shown by Fig. 5(a), a disparity is observed for the IDT design 

used and therefore active control was not required to 

demonstrate the sorting mechanism. However, if precise 

control of the TW dominated particle’s final location is 

required, active control of input power to individual sets of 

IDTs can be implemented.  

The role of sweeping the frequency for SW dominated 

particles is to cause a longer migration trajectory than simply 

between an antinode and the nearest node in a single 

frequency system. Fig. 6 shows how, 5.1 µm particles 

(dominated by SW effects, with I L I[\]^) are first trapped in 

distinct locations at the pressure nodes
54

 of a 2-dimensional 

field at a single frequency, and then as the frequency is raised 

from 60 MHz to 90 MHz, and the cycle repeated, gradually 

migrate to the centre of the chamber as  result of the averaged 

force field over a sweep cycle.  

Whilst particles dominated by the SW will migrate to the 

centre of the chamber when the frequency is swept, those 

dominated by the TW (over some part of the frequency sweep) 

will migrate away from the larger amplitude source (or sources 

if 4 IDTs are used). To demonstrate this, the microfluidic 

chamber was filled with fluorescent polystyrene particles of 2 

distinct sizes and the IDTs actuated. In the first case, a sample 

Fig. 6: (a) The orientation of the chamber in relation to the IDTs and depiction of 

the relative transmitter power for 90 MHz (i.e.		� ).. Time series of images 

(depicted square is the entire chamber as shown in Fig 1(a) as seen from above) 

demonstrating 5 µm particle collection dominated by SSAW as a result of the 

sweep over a range (60-90 MHz (1 MHz Interval); 400 mV) of frequencies (T5=45 s; 

7 sweep cycles). From the initial dispersion (b) to the final position (f) (Scale is 

equal over all images). See Supplementary Video 1 for multimedia. 
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with 5.1 µm (green) and 7 µm (yellow) particles were 

separated using a frequency range of 60 MHz (��) to 90 MHz 

(� ) with a TCYCLE of 6.45 s. As shown in Fig. 7 (a), the particles 

are initially dispersed throughout the chamber. Once the IDTs 

are excited, particles of both sizes are translated, with smaller 

particles shifted to the chamber centre. Midway through the 

experiment (T3) most of the smaller 5.1 µm particles have been 

concentrated at the middle of the chamber as a result of the 

dominant SSAW (I_	`a L 	I[\]^). In contrast, the 7 µm particles 

(Ib	`a G 	I[\]^) migrate to the top left corner of the chamber 

(i.e. X$ 	&	XZ 	G 	X# 	&	X�  ; see relative power depiction in Fig 

7(a)). The bar graphs in Fig. 7(b)(i) and (ii) show the percentage 

of each particle within two areas of the chamber (see Fig. 7(a) 

for their location) as a function of normalized intensity. It can 

be seen that over time the proportion of 5.1 µm particles 

increase to 100% and the proportion of 7 µm particles 

decrease consistently at the centre of the chamber. In 

contrast, in Fig. 7(b)(ii), it can be observed that, the proportion 

of larger 7 µm particles increases while the smaller 5.1 µm 

particles decrease. It should be noted that the appearance of 

Fig. 7: (a) Chamber orientation and relative transmitted power depiction (at 90 MHz (i.e.		� )) along with time sequence images of experimental data for particle separation of 5 

µm (green) and 7 µm (yellow) particles (depicted square is the entire chamber as shown in Fig 1(a) as seen from above) (Scale is equal over all images) (See Supplementary 

Video 2 for multimedia.) and (b) average intensity percentage against time analysis data (i) centre of chamber (i.e. as depicted by the green square in (a)) ) (ii) side of 

chamber(i.e. as depicted by the red square in (a)) (350 mV; T5=115 s) . (c) Average intensity percentage against time analysis data based on experimental data of particle 

separation for 3.1 µm and 5.1 µm particles (i) centre of chamber (i.e. as depicted by the green square in (a)) (ii) side of chamber(i.e. as depicted by the red square in (a)) (250 

mV; T5=210 s).  
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the yellow 7 µm particle present in the middle of the chamber 

as seen in Fig 7(a) T4 is due to particle migration drifting from 

the chamber outlet. However, this particle is also forced 

towards to the larger particle collection region (see 

Supplementary Video 2). The total time to achieve complete 

separation of 5.1 µm and 7 µm particles excited at 350mV is 

115 s. The data presented is the average over 3 trials; the error 

bars show one standard deviation. As the initial location of the 

particles is random and the final position is determined by the 

response the acoustic field, it is clear that the error bars 

reduce significantly as the experiment progresses. 

 In Fig. 7(c), samples of 3.1 µm and 5.1 µm particles have 

been successfully separated. Again linking back to Fig 4(b), to 

enter the regime in which TW becomes increasingly important 

the particle size needs to approach the wavelength, as the 

particles being separated are smaller in this experiment, this 

means an increase in frequency is required. Consequently, the 

excitation frequency range is increased, and set at 70 MHz (��) 

to 120 MHz (� ) over a time period of 10.3 s.  It can be seen 

that under these operational conditions the 3.1 µm particles 

collect at the center of the chamber whilst the 5.1 µm particles 

migrate away from IDTs 1 & 3 (i.e. stronger sources; see S11 

curve in Fig. 5(a) at 120 MHz). In this case, the larger 5.1 µm 

particles migrate to the bottom right corner where, 

X#	&	X� 	G 	X$ 	&	XZ as opposed to the earlier case whereby, 

X$	&	XZ 	G 	X# 	&	X�. As such, the use of frequency range to 

tune the critical particle size for separation is demonstrated. 

The total time to achieve complete separation of 3.1 µm and 

5.1 µm particles excited at 250mV is 210 s. 

Conclusions 

The concentration and size-based separation of particles has 

been demonstrated in a static flow condition by exploiting a 

pressure field that combines both standing and travelling 

waves. These are excited by generation of counter propagating 

surface acoustic waves and modified using a continuously 

swept excitation frequency. Separation occurs due to the 

hitherto unexplored interplay between travelling and standing 

wave forces as the particle size approaches the acoustic 

wavelength, where the travelling wave force can exceed that 

of the standing wave. The use of a swept frequency further 

accentuates the effect of the travelling wave on larger 

particles and causes smaller particle migration with the moving 

standing wave field resulting in concentration from the entire 

volume of the sample chamber (rather than a quarter 

wavelength as for a single frequency excitation). The result is 

the larger particles are pushed across the chamber dominated 

by the travelling wave component, and smaller particles are 

collected at the center of the chamber due to the standing 

wave component. We demonstrate this methodology in the 

deterministic separation of 5.1 µm and 7 µm particles using a 

frequency range from 60 MHz to 90 MHz, and 5.1 µm from 3.1 

µm particles using an excitation frequency range of 70 MHz to 

120 MHz.  
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